Ten Week Session

ACCT 3110        INTER ACCT I
001 (11178) CRE 3.0          INET      Bandla M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THERE WILL BE THREE EXAMS HELD ON CAMPUS, THE DATES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 06/25/19, 07/26/19, AND 08/08/2019.

ACCT 3120        INTER ACCT II
001 (10374) CRE 3.0          TR  02:00 pm-03:20 pm     BLB 140  Wang H
ACCT 4800        INTERNSHIP
002 (2105) CRE 3.0          TR  02:00 pm-03:20 pm     BLB 140  Wang H
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Three Week Session

ACCT 2020        ACCOUNT PRIN II
001 (10863) CRE 3.0          MTWR  08:00 am-11:50 am     BLB 005  Grieser A

Five Week Session One

ACCT 2010        ACCOUNT PRIN I
001 (12037) CRE 3.0          MTWR  08:00 am-09:50 am     BLB 005  Le L
ACCT 3270        COST ACCOUNTING
001 (11179) CRE 3.0          MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am     BLB 015  Wilner N
002 (12040) CRE 3.0          MW  06:00 pm-09:50 pm     BLB 140  Wilner N
ACCT 3405        PROF DEVELOPMENT
001 (1963) CRE 1.0          MW  12:30 pm-01:50 pm     BLB 250
ACCT 4140        ADV NOT PRO ACCT PRIN
001 (12230) CRE 3.0          MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm     BLB 255  Ross M
ACCT 4300        FED INCOME TAX
001 (10864) CRE 3.0          TR  06:00 pm-09:50 pm     BLB 015  Klaus J
ACCT 4800  INTERNSHIP
754  (1039)  CRE 3.0  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 5380  TAX P & P
001  (11623)  CRE 3.0  TR  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  BLB 225  Widmer Jr R

ACCT 5800  INTERNSHIP
754  (1055)  CRE 3.0  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 6010  SEM ADV TOPS ACCT
705  (1980)  CRE 3.0  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 6910  SPECIAL PROBLEM
705  (1919)  CRE V  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 6950  DISSERTATION
755  (1943)  CRE V  Robertson J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session Two

ACCT 2020  ACCOUNT PRIN II
001  (1405)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:59 pm-02:50 pm  BLB 055  Seetharaman A
ACCT PRIN II IS MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

ACCT 4320  FED TAX II
001  (11542)  CRE 3.0  Jimenez P
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

ACCT 4400  AUDIT-PROF RESP
001  (1865)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  BLB 245  Ross M

ACCT 4800  INTERNSHIP
754  (1867)  CRE 3.0  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 5110  ACCOUNTING RESEARCH
001  (11172)  CRE 3.0  INET  Sun L  Seetharaman A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
002  (11860)  CRE 3.0  INET  Sun L  Seetharaman A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

ACCT 5130  ACCT FOR MGMT
001  (10393)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:00 am-10:50 am  BLB 040  Seetharaman A
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE FULL-TIME COHORT IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT.
ACCT 5330  TAX CORP&SHARHOLD
001  (1960)  CRE 3.0  Jimenez P
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TX
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPPLICABLE.

ACCT 5800  INTERNSHIP
754  (1868)  CRE 3.0  Ellis C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 6010  SEM ADV TOPS ACCT
002  (10284)  CRE 3.0  T  11:00 am-01:50 pm  BLB 301  Hutchison P
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
003  (10285)  CRE 3.0  Curtis M
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

ACCT 6940  INDIV RESEARCH
752  (1989)  CRE V  Iyer G

Eight Week Session One

ACCT 2010  ACCOUNT PRIN I
001  (12039)  CRE 3.0  INET  McLeod A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TX
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPPLICABLE.

ACCT 4100  ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
001  (12038)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  BLB 255  Lineros J

ACCT 4800  INTERNSHIP
001  (2051)  CRE 3.0  Ellis C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.